ABSTRACT. We describe a method introduced by I. Aitchison for constructing doubly slice fibered n-knots. We prove that all high-dimensional simple doubly slice fibered n-knots can be obtained by this construction. (Even-dimensional n-knots are required to be Z-torsion-free.)
(n -2)-knot. A bail pair (ßn+1, Dn x) is invertible if there exists another ball pair (ßn+1,£>o_1) such that D""1 = £>£_1 and the (n -l)-knot created by the union Z?"-1 U DX-1 C ßn+1 U Bn+1 = Sn+1 is trivial. In this case, the (n -2)-knot k = dDn_1 is said to be doubly slice, n > 3.
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Constructing
knots by isotopy. Let # be a compact connected n-dimensional submanifold of Sn, n > 3. Choose a small n-ball B within M such that ß D dU is an (n -l)-ball D.
Let ht: Sn -► 5", 0 < í < 1, be an isotopy such that ho = identity and hi, restricted to M, is a diffeomorphism c¡>: M -7 M. Assume that ht preserves B, with hi restricting to the identity. The diffeomorphism <f> induces an automorphism 0, : Hr(M) -► Hr(ri) for each r > 0. We will assume that identity -<j>* is also an automorphism for each r > 0. Construct the mapping torus M^ = M x^ S1: M0 = #x[O,l]/{(x,O)~í>(x),l)}.
We will identify M with U x {0} C M¿. Attach a 2-handle 7 along D x S1 C dMî n order to obtain an (n+ l)-manifold W. It is easy to verify that W is a homology ball.
PROPOSITION l.l. IfW -Bn+1, then (W, D) is an invertible fibered ball pair.
PROOF. It is obvious that (W,D) is fibered. To show that the ball pair is
invertible we generalize an argument in [2, §5] : Let B' be a small n-ball in Sn -int M such that B' fl dU = D. Recall that <p is the restriction of the diffeomorphism hi : Sn -► Sn. By further isotopy we may assume that hi, restricted to B', is the identity. Consider the mapping torus (5n -int ß') xni S1, which is diffeomorphic to Bn x S1 (since hi is isotopic to the identity). Observe that D x S1 C Sn_1 x S1 = dB' x S1. Regard S"'1 x D2 as D1^1 x D2 U .D"-1 x D2, and glue S"'1 x D2 to dB' x S1 first by attaching the 2-handle I?"-1 x D2 (= 7) along D x S1, and then capping off with Z)"-1 x D2 to yield Sn+1. We obtain a trivial (n -l)-knot S"'1 x {0} C Sn_1 x D2 c Sn+1. Moreover, the intersection of S"'1 x {0} and 2. Odd-dimensional case. Assume that M = ^=159 x Dq+1 c S2"+1, where d, q are positive integers. In this case, when W = B2q+1 construction by isotopy yields a simple doubly slice fibered (2q -l)-knot k C S2q+1. (Recall that an FIGURE 1
(n -2)-knot k C Sn is simple if in(Sn -k) a tt^S1) for 1 < t < (n -3)/2.) We will compute a Seifert matrix for k:
Denote the boundary of M by F. Choose embedded g-spheres Si,..., S¿, Sí,..., S'd C F -D (as in Figure 1 ) representing a symplectic basis ai,..., a<¿, &i,..., í><¡ for Hg(F). Regarding M as a ball with g-handles h\,..., hqd, S-is a belt sphere of the ith 9-handle, and S, is a dual sphere, 1 < i < d. By [15] any doubly slice fibered (2q -l)-knot in S2q+1 has a Seifert matrix of the form where R and S are integral unimodular matrices of the same size d. We can apply the congruence:
to obtain an equivalent Seifert matrix V0. Let A = (-l)q+1S~1Rt. Since V0 + (-l)9Vo is unimodular, the matrix / -A is also. 3. Even-dimensional case. A simple fibered 2g-knot fc c S2q+2 is Z-torsionfree if ixq (S2q+2 -fc) has no Z-torsion. For such knots Kojima [9] has defined certain matrices A, ß of linking numbers. In general, A is an integral unimodular matrix such that A -I is also unimodular. (Such a matrix is called s-unimodular.) Also, B is a symmetric Zi matrix. The pair (A, B) is called an L.P. matrix. Kojima defines an equivalence relation for L.P. matrices, and proves that any two simple fibered Z-torsion-free 2g-knots, q > 4, are isotopic iff their L.P. matrices are equivalent.
Let M+ (resp. M_) be an m x m (resp. n x n) integral s-unimodular matrix. Let N be any mxn Z<¡, matrix. We will say that the L. (2) k is doubly slice. (2) is a consequence of Corollary 1.2. We prove that (2) implies (3): Suppose that fc is double slice. Then fc = fc+ nfc_, where (Be, ke ) is a ball pair, e = ±, and fc+ U fc_ is the unknot in S2q+3 = ß+ U ß_. Let K (resp. Ke) denote the exterior of fc in S2q+3 (resp. k£ in B£). Then K = K+ n /f_. By the van Kampen theorem, Hurewicz theorem and MayerVietoris sequence it follows that Ke has the (q -l)-homotopy type of S1. Also, Hr(K) 2 Hr(K+) © Hr(K-) and Hr(K) = ker(Hr{K) -> Hr(K-e)), r = q,q + l. Here ~ denotes infinite cyclic covering space. All other homology groups vanish. (These observations appear in [7] .)
Since fc is fibered, Hq(K) and Hq+i(K) are finitely generated over Z. (In fact, they are finitely generated free Z-modules of equal rank. See [9, p. 673] .) Hence H*(K£) is finitely generated over Z in all dimensions. By Serre's theorem (see [14, p. 509] ) ir*(K£), and hence irt(K£), is finitely generated in all dimensions. Using the Browder-Levine fibration theorem [3] we can extend the fibration of fc over k£. More precisely, the fiber map K -> S1 extends naturally to a fiber map dK£ -> S1, regarding dK£ as the result of 0-framed surgery on fc C S2q+3. By the Browder-Levine theorem the latter fiber map extends to Ke.
Let Fe denote the fiber of K£. Then F+ nF-is the fiber Fq of the knot fc. Also, F+ U F-must be a (2q + l)-ball in S2q+3 since it is the fiber of the unknot fc+ U fc_.
Since K£ is diffeomorphic to Fe x R, we can identify H*(F£) (resp. H*(Fo)) with H*(ke) (resp. Ht(K)). Then by the remarks above, Hr(F0) = Hr(F+) ® Hr(F-) and Hr(F£) = ker(Hr(F0) -Hr(F-e)), r = q,q + l. .., b'n) be a basis for the free Z-module Hq+i(F+) (resp. Hq+i(F-)).
Let ai,...,am (resp. <ri,...,ai,) be a dual basis for Hq(F+) (resp. Hq(F-)) with respect to intersection pairing. can slide the attaching spheres of appropriate (q + 2)-handles h?+2, 1 < i < m, past the belt sphere of each (q + l)-handle hq+ , 1 < j < m, so that the cores of these (q + 2)-handles are disjoint properly embedded disks in F+ representing the basis bi,..., bm for Hq+2(F+, F0) (= ß,+i(jFo))-Let ßi,..., ßm be the homotopy classes corresponding to the boundaries of these disks.
Similarly find ß[,... ,ß'n G 7r9+i(F_) represented by disjoint embedded (q + 1)-spheres in Fo, and such that h-(ß'j) = b'j, 1 < j < n.
Of course, the (q + l)-sphere representing ßi may intersect the (q + l)-sphere representing ß'j for various i and j. We will adjust ßi,...,ßm in order to obtain a "nice basis" ßi,... Similarly, since w¿ • bk = 0, X(ßi+uj+(ui),ßk + uj+(uk)) = 0, l<k<m.
As before, the elements ßi + w+(ui),... ,ßm + w+(um) can be represented by spheres that bound disjoint properly embedded (q+2)-disks in F+: By [6, Corollary 1.1] we can find a properly embedded (q + 2)-disk in hq+1 such that the boundary is a (q + l)-sphere in Sq x Dq+2 C dh^+1 representing uj+(a'j), 1 < j < n. Simply pipe disjoint copies of these (q + 2)-disks together with the cores of h\+2,..., h9*2, in the appropriate manner.
Replace each ßi by ßi +oj+(uí), 1 <i<m. For convenience ßi,...,ßm will now denote these adjusted classes. Then ßi,..., ßm, ß[,..., ß'n is a nice basis, and we can use it to compute an L.P. matrix (A, B) for fc. By definition ((6(ai,bk)) (0(ai,b'j))\ A-{(0(a'J,bl)) (0(a'j,bY))) and R_((0'ißi,ßk)) mßi,%))\ *-{(9'(ß'j,ßi)) (e'(ß'j,ß[)))-As in [9] , 0(a, b) is defined to be the linking number L(Sa,i(Sb)), where Sa (resp. St,) is an embedded sphere in F0 representing a (resp. b), and i: F0 -> S2q+2 -Fq is translation in the negative normal direction. Similarly, 6'(ß,ß') is the Z2 linking number L'(S,i(S')) in the sense of Haefliger [5] , where S (resp. S') is an embedded sphere in Fo representing ß (resp. ß').
Since q > 4, e'(ßi,ß'j) = 0'(ß'j,ßi). (See [5] .) The following lemma completes the proof that (A, B) is a doubly-null-cobordant L.P. matrix. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4. Regard M as a ball with trivially attached handles h\+1,..., h9^1, h\,..., /i£. Slide the (q +1)-handles of M over each other according to an elementary matrix decomposition of U+, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3. Similarly slide the g-handles of M over each other according to a decomposition of U-. The restriction of the final map of the isotopy (so far) induces an automorphism of 7Tg+i(F0) that takes ßi to unßi H-+ uimßm, and ß'j to u^ß'i + ■■■ + u'jnß'n, 1 <i <m, 1 < j <n.
Continue isotoping M as follows. By Haefliger's embedding theorem [4] we can represent u(a'-¡),..., w(a'n) by disjoint embedded (q + l)-spheres Si,...,Sn C F0, respectively. Slide each (q + l)-handle hq+1 around these spheres according to the matrix V+; i.e. if vu ^ 0 then slide h9+1 around Si, as in Figure 2C with h\ and Sj relabeled hq+1 and S¡, respectively. Extend the isotopy over the remainder of S2q+2.
Let 4> denote the restriction to M of the final map of the isotopy that we have described. Clearly <p satisfies (**) for ßi,... ,ßm. A straightforward calculation, using the fact that 
